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ABSTRACT 
 

The present research work proposes correction of the law of frequency inverter with direct connection with 
modulated input voltage, enabling improvement of the quality of the output voltage curve and reduction of para-
sitic components of the output voltage spectra in a decentralized autonomous source of stable frequency. 
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Introduction 
 

Achieving a sinusoidal shape of the stable frequency voltage curve in electrical power sources is an im-
portant issue. This problem obtains a special urgency in autonomous modulation sources (Kuzmin and Suzdorf, 
2011), where amplitude of primary electromotive force (EMF) is periodically modified.  

One of the possible diagrams of a stable frequency power source is illustrated in figure 1. The source con-
sists of s synchronous generator (SG) and asynchronous exciter (AE), which are single-shaft arranged and exe-
cuted in one frame. Windings of electrical machines, composing the generator, are made with different number 
of pole pairs, which allows to use a direct frequency converter (DFC) for isolating an output voltage envelope 
with frequency independence on shaft speed. Excitation winding of SG is connected to AE rotor winding 
through a controlled rectifier (CR). AE stator winding is connected to an autonomous inverter, and armature 
winding of SG is connected to DFC. Three-phase auxiliary winding, connected to AE rotor winding, is laid on a 
SG rotor. Output armature winding of SG is executed as three one-phase windings with full pitch, shifted in 
space with 2π/3 electrical degrees. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Functional diagram of voltage source 
 

Having inductance in the load circuit, the converter works in periodically repeated transient modes. The 
reason of this is that the ratio between instantaneous values of load current and EMF amplitude of an electro 
machine generator, if having a phase-shift angle between them, will change even at steady processes in the con-
verter load circuit. Therefore, during one semi-period of generator EMF change a series of different working 
modes can occur.  
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At rotor rolling and AE winding supply from autonomous DC-AC converter with pulse width voltage mod-
ulation, EMF is inducing in AE rotor winding. SG exciting winding is a load for AE through the control rectifi-
er. In SG armature winding EMF is inducing from DC exciting winding. Additionally laid three-phase winding 
of SG is also a load for AE winding. As a result of two induced EMFs addition in SG armature winding a result-
ing EMF arises, whose amplitude changes with beat frequency. Due to obtaining the output voltage envelope by 
means of DFC, independence of beat frequency on shaft speed is resulting. To fulfill this condition it is neces-
sary that number of pole pairs of SG windings is equal to sum of AE number pole pairs and additional three-
phase SG exciting winding.  

Currents and voltages of a working electro machine generator in power supply systems of stable frequency 
change in amplitude and form. This circumstance strongly complicates the count of transforming load of electro 
machine generator. Autonomous source DFC also has a specific influence on processes in electro machine gen-
erator. Therefore, this work has a task to determine peculiarities of DFC performance, included in the proposed 
diagram of voltage source, and offers new recommendations for converter control. 

During analysis of electromagnetic processes in DFC RL-load is considered. Interrupted current mode is 
missed, because for the source under study the adjustment of average voltage in the load is not required, consid-
ering the problem of output voltage frequency obtaining independent on input shaft speed. Besides, frequency of 
modulating EMFs depends on pole pairs number of electrical machines, entering into source, and input shaft 
speed. There is a possibility of required system parameters range choice. It should be noted that if an electrical 
drive is a load, is should have its own system of automatic control. 

A frequency converter with direct connection (fig. 2) consists of nonlinear elements which strongly influ-
ence electromagnetic processes. Correct analysis of unsteady effects in converting devices implies enourmous 
difficulties, specified by significant nonlinearity of anode-to-cathode voltage-current characteristics of valves. 
Therefore analysis and design of the systems is  made on the basis of nonlinear electrical circuit analysis meth-
ods, which is associated with mathematical difficulties and leads to application of approximate methods of tran-
sient processes research. 

Most approximate approaches consists in simplification of initial scheme of nonlinear differential equations 
by its changing on linear differential or algebraic set of equations, or finding some common specifications of a 
circuit. Accepted tolerances can lead to considerable errors at analysis of transient processes. 

 

Mathematical Description: 
 

Today resources of computer engineering and software for technical devices modeling are available, and 
there is a possibility for effective research of processes in nonlinear systems by numerical methods in computer 
environments, directed to convenient and usual structure modeling. 

A typical parameter, which defines limits of these or those modes, is commutation angle ϒ of DFC power 
thyristors. 

 
Fig. 2: Principle circuit of DFC 

 
The following equation for three-phase bridge circuit is proper (Kuzmin and Suzdorf, 2011). 
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where in – instantaneous value of load phase current; UL– generator line voltage; Xk–commutation re-
sistance of generator phase, α – anlge of converter valves control. 

Take for reference point a moment of time, when load current is zero, one may serially analyze processes 
in a converter during time intervals. With increasing of the load current, commutation angle rises. This fragmen-
tation is equal to two-three valves mode of converter operation, i.e. operation valve modes are interchanging by 

groups by two and three valves. In the time point, becoming 3/  , the second operation mode of converter 

with interchange of simultaneous three gates operation begins. In this mode commutation angle rises from 0 to 
π/6 – angle of commutation delay λ. From the moment, where λ=π/6, three-four valves operation mode of con-
verter begin, which will continue to the moment, when load voltage is changed through zero and then at reduc-

ing ratio 
L

n

E
i

commutation angle will become zero. 

Based on above, it is appropriate to consider three intervals of converter operation. At researching valves 
of converter operating mode it is necessary to consider inter switching and switching processes, defining opera-
tion of two, three and four valves. Design drawings, which illustrate operation modes with two, three and four 
valves, are shown on fig. 3 (Dyagilev et al., 2013). Diagrams on figure 3c and figure 3d reflect the tie point, 
when four gates are simultaneously transmitting current, for example, valves VS1 VS3 VS6 and VS2 (figure 3c) 
and VS1 VS3 VS4 VS2 (figure 3d). 

 

 
a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

 
d) 

Fig. 3: Design circuit diagrams of DFC operation modes: a – inter switching, b – switching, c, d - four gates are 
simultaneously transmitting current 
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For DFC mathematical description a generalized equivalent replacement diagram converter operating 
modes is arranged (figure 4). 

With equations in writing form, there are following tolerances which are usual for such diagrams analysis 
(Dyagilev et al., 2013): 

- Valve are represented as RL-circuits with exponential change of their conductivity according to technical 
data on switching time of thyristors, taking into account bypass RC-circuit; 

- Dynamical parameters (switching time, reverse current amplitude) of valves, which are identical for all 
thyristors in the diagram.  

For analysis of thyristor frequency converter operation in stator circuit an alignment method was used.  Im-
plementation of method on the stage of equations compilation using an equivalent circuit is the most rational 
one during method of variable conditions application. This method is based on mathematical model, represented 
as a normal set of differential equations (NSDE), which is written according to Kirchhoff’s rules for momentary 
values of current and voltage according to independent circuits of scheme. 

The first interval is characterized by switch-off condition of key k and equal to conductive condition of two 
thyristors. The second interval is characterized by switch-on condition of key k and equal to simultaneous opera-
tion of three thyristors. The third interval designates simultaneous operation of four thyristors switch-on condi-
tion of k1 and k2 or k and k3. Therefore for every interval there can be possible six combinations of switched 
valves according to diagram of their conductive condition, which differ in commutation linear voltages of gen-
erator. 

NSDE, describing electromagnetic processes in DFC in commutation intervals (key k is closed) (Schmidt, 
et al., 2013), has the following form: 
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where Usi, Isi, Ihs – phase voltages, generator currents and thyristor shunt circuit; Rsi, Lsi, Rhs – active re-
sistances and inductances of generator and thyristor shunt circuit; Rvsi, Lvsi – active resistances and inductances 
of valves; Cf, Ck, Rf – capacity and active resistance of filter and thyristor shunt circuit; Rn, Ln – active re-
sistance and inductance of load. 

For interswitching intervals the keys k1, k2, k3 and k are opened.  

kj  ,    i j  .                                (3) 

For interval of simultaneous current conductivity of four keys valves k and k3 or gates k1 and k2 are closed. 

kj  ,    i j .                                 (4) 

Transition from a set, describing processes in interswitching interval, to a set into commutation interval 
occurs at a time point, determined by angle of thyristors switching; back transition – by decay to zero, controlled 
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during a current commutation interval through a switching-off thyristor with saving of all independent variables 
on the boundary of the intervals. 

 

 
Fig. 4: Integrated equivalent circuit of DFC operating modes 

 
Closed (open) valves conditions: 

0)( tiVS
 и 0

)(


dt

tdiVS  ( 0)( tUVS
 и 1)( tFVS

),     (5) 

where Ivs – open valve current, Uvs – voltage on closed valve, Fvs – valve control function. 
 

Analysis of Modeling Results 
 

With the purpose of DFC operating mode research according to equations (1)…(5) in program environment 
Matlab\c Simc Powerc Systems (Dyagilev et al., 2013; Schmidt et al., 2013) model generator-DFC is executed. 

In a thyristor model the following parameters are set: active and capacitive shunt resistances, resistance 
and inductance of open valve, forward voltage, and for refined thyristor the parameters of switching current and 
switching time are additionally set. Calculations of electromagnetic processes in frequency converter – load 
circuit were made for nominal RL-load (cosφ=0.8) at different values of commutation resistance Xk and depth 
of amplitude modulation k, and converter thyristors control angle is set to 0 in a rectifier mode and 180 degree 
in an inverter mode. 

Calculation results of voltages Un and currents In of load for DFC operating mode at values Xk, k and cosφ 
typical for low and middle power machines are shown on figure 5. Analysis of calculation results allowed iden-
tifying the features of valve converter operation in source with voltage modulation. During one semi-period of 
load current modification there are different converter operating modes. Boundaries of the converter transition 
from one mode to another one mostly depend on depth of modulation and commutating resistance of generator. 
At low values of modulation depth and commutating resistance two-three valves DFC operating mode prevails. 
At high values of modulation depth and commutating resistance boundaries of intervals of converter valves con-
ductive condition enlarge. Changing of DFC operating modes during one half of a period of envelope fluctuat-

ing of the modulated generator voltage can be traced by angle   changing in time, characterizing the length 

of commutation process on the whole. 

Calculations results analysis allows revealing the features of angle    changing from zero at zero load 

current to max( )   at transition through zero value of modulated generator voltage envelope. The presence 

of this or that valve converter operating mode is shown by value   . If there is angle / 3    , a DFC 

operates only in two-three valves mode. At angles / 3 / 2       a valve converter operates in three-

three valves mode during one part of a period. When angle value belongs to / 2 5 / 6       range, all 

three modes of the converter operation are active. It is necessary to note, that value    is mostly determined 

by depth of voltage modulation. The depth of amplitude modulation of generator voltage considerably influ-
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ences an output voltage form of a source. At low modulation depth 0,6k  considerable distortions of output 

voltage can be observed. 
Analysis of electromagnetic processes showed, that by choosing the corresponding values of generator 

voltage modulation depth one can exclude deep DFC operating mode.  

For generators with 0,3kX  r.u. three-four valves operating mode, as more unsuccessful, could be ex-

cluded by choice of modulation depth 0,8k   while designing electro machine generator or by regulation of 

voltage summation ratio, which prevents increase of 0,8k  , and three-three valves operating mode is ex-

cludes at modulation depth 0,4k  . For machines with maximal value 0,8k  r.u. three-four valves operat-

ing mode is absent only at 0,35k  , and three valves converter operating mode cannot be excluded by the 

way of congruent of generator output voltage modulation depth selection. In case, when there are especially 
high requirements to quality of source output voltage, modulation depth of generator voltage should be chosen 
close to one. It is evident, that in this case limitation of multivalves operation modes duration is possible only by 
generator commutation resistance Xk change. The most unfavorable mode during simultaneous current transmis-

sion by four valves can be excluded in operation of DFC with modulating voltage only at 0hX  . This term 

can be fulfilled with capacity inclusion in primary circuit of valve converter. Therefore, capacity inclusion in a 
generator circuit can improve valve converter operation only in short range of generator shaft speed modifica-

tion, because during this process a term of reactance equation c kX X is broken. 

Provision of gate converter operation in deep modes imposes certain requirements on impulses parameters, 
which control thyristors in converter power circuit. 

 
Fig. 5: DFC operating mode at Xk=0,3 r.u., k=0, cosφn=0,8 

 

 
a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

Fig. 6: Curves of DFC source voltage and load current (a), at k=0,8 (b) and at k=0,6 (c) 
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Control impulse duration should be chosen so that all necessary terms of DFC valves switching are fulfilled 
in every converter operating mode. Then control impulse duration should be not less than π/6. 

Thus, the analysis of performed calculations of DFC characteristics have results which allow concluding the 
following: 

- During one semi-period of load current change all three possible converter operating modes can occur; 
- Boundaries of operating modes are determined by converter load extent, commutation resistance of gen-

erator phase winding, depth of generator voltage modulation and cosφn; 
- Converter thyristor control impulses width should be not less than π/6 for provision of DFC steady opera-

tion. 
It is established, that output voltage envelope form depends on amplitude modulation depth, and decrease of 

this ratio causes a “protraction” of voltage envelope in field of low voltage values, which leads to output voltage 
envelope deviation from the sinusoidal shape. This problem solution is realized through DFC control mode op-
timization. The authors offered the correction of valve converter control laws. The main idea is in generating the 
inhibit pulses for valves opening after obtaining momentary output voltage amplitude of the setpoint, which is 
determined by amplitude modulation ratio. Realization of correction is enabled with close loop DFC control 
system with inclusion of the feedback data channel at voltage. Control angles of converter are determined taking 
into account a store at DFC output voltage modulation. 
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where Ugmax – maximal generator voltage. 
During a part of output voltage period a converter operates in a rectifier mode, and angle is zero degrees 

(α'=0). A part of output voltage period conforms to load angle, when valve bridge can operate in an inverter 
mode with control angles α''180 degrees. The curves of load currents and voltages in close loop DFC control 
systems with squared valves control voltage at different amplitude modulation depth k values are shown on fig. 
6a., fig. 6b and 6c illustrate a comparison of voltage curves at opened (curves 1 and 3) and closed (curves 2 and 
4) loop DFC control systems respectively. The harmonic composition of output voltage considerably depends 
on input shaft speed and load. Analysis of derived curves for different values of amplitude modulation depth k 
showed, that in closed loop DFC control systems a ratio of sinusoidal voltage curve distortion did not exceed 8,5 
%, and did not exceed 15% without a feedback. 

 

Conclusion 
 

The implementation of the proposed law correction enables a more sinusoidal shape of output voltage than 
by application of an open loop control system of a valve converter in a modulating source. 

The difference between momentary voltage values of the control systems under consideration is stated to be 
one or two areas of momentary generator voltage per operation time of individual valves. Thus, the difference 
between an output voltage curve from sinusoidal shape at open loop DFC control system becomes more when a 
ratio of a rotor rotation frequency to a field rotation frequency lessens. 
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